
Welcome to this new issue of VERMEG’s Solife quarterly newsletter. We aim to keep you informed on what VERMEG is achieving and 
envisioning. Several initiatives are ongoing to provide new digital journey and new business modules based on Palmyra.  

In 2020, Solife broke new ground with the complete revamping of its Front End screen. The version is planned for March 2021 and 
has a completely new redesign of its UX and UI.

VERMEG continues to offer additional digital journeys to its clients. The latest one is a non-life Digital Journey decoupled from 
our back end. It is also the result of a common approach with our clients to build a new interface based on their legacy systems.
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In the continuity of 2020, Solife’s roadmap for 2021 continues 
the digitalization of its offer Insurance and the improvement 
of the back-offi cer user experience. 

The fi rst effects will be viewable in the upcoming standard 
version in march 2021.

VERMEG can help you digitize your solutions. As such, 

VERMEG has developed standalone business components 
the complement your functional architecure.

If you’d like to have more information on Solife, please write to communication@vermeg.com                   vermeg.com
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The Eligibility module is a standard component that aims to determine 
if a concept is eligible for a service based on confi gurable business 
rules and a set of data.

Eligibilty Module

A new pricing module is a part of the «Vermeg Component Store» , based on the confi guration of the fl ows management (actuarial 
and fl at) that can be used whatever the business line or the insured objet. It can certainly be used in new Applications, but also 
as standalone application for Customers who show interest in Pricing / Reserve Calculation / Contract Transformation Services.

Vermeg is currently working towards a solution that would provide a user-friendly interface that would enable the user to quickly 
confi gure a product in Solife. The solution is based on a library organized by concepts (fees, taxes, coverage types, etc.) which 
would be pre-confi gured to quicken the process and especially capitalize on previous efforts.
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